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Detailer Sample's
The Detailer tends to be introverted and focused on the task at hand. Their ability to focus on a task is a real asset for any
team and will help ensure completion of work while adhering to agreed-upon rules and standards. Due to their dislike of
loose ends, the Detailer tends to pull people back to the task when they get off track.
While the Detailer may enjoy some chit-chat when time allows, when under pressure their communication with others is
likely to be more work-related and to the point. The Detailer sees the team as a resource to help them get things done,
and they tend to see themselves as central to the successful completion of projects. Others may refer to them as
perfectionists.
Under pressure, the Detailer may become rule focused. While their thorough approach is an asset to the completion of
projects to standard, it can sometimes create tension on the team. This tension can be especially apparent in situations
where the team has new ideas to integrate, and there is time pressure, such as near the end of a project or task.
If team members can introduce opportunities for creativity at the planning stage; however, the Detailer is likely to
engage by integrating and contributing creative solutions into the plan.

Management Challenges
It is important to recognize that the Detailer can hold back the progress of work due to their drive to complete the task
according to decided-upon methods and standards. They may also experience frustration if others do not attend to
detail to the same extent as them. Thus, managers should be aware of how the Detailer’s tendency toward inflexibility
may impact the team.
Management Tips
• Express your appreciation for the thoroughness of the Detailer’s work so that they will continue to provide their
strengths to the team.
• Allocate the Detailer tasks and projects where adherence to rules and standards is more critical than speed. This
allocation will allow the team to harness the strengths of the Detailer.
• Encourage the Detailer to try new ways of working by providing a safe environment for them to do so. This way, when
there are unexpected changes, the Detailer will be able to utilize multiple methods, above and beyond their tried and
tested ones, to help the team reach shared goals.
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The Detailer tends to be introverted and focused on the task at hand. Their
ability to focus on a task is a real asset for any team and will help ensure
completion of work while adhering to agreed-upon rules and standards. Due
to their dislike of loose ends, the Detailer tends to pull people back to the task
when they get off track.

The Diplomat tends to be reliable, calm and co-operative. You’ll likely find
them listening to colleagues, and then summarizing key points and ideas to
highlight the human potential that exists on the team. Relationships are very
important to the Diplomat, and they are energized by encouraging individuals
to contribute their strengths to the team’s projects and tasks.

The Driver is likely to be creative, innovative and provide strong leadership.
When they see a task that needs completion, you’ll find them utilizing available
resources to get the job done quickly. The Driver knows how to leverage the
skills and abilities of members of their team and tends to apply direct
communication to engage the team toward a specific goal or outcome.

The Forager tends to be outgoing, relaxed and easy in the company of others.
Others often see them as friendly, joyful and interested in people. The Forager
is known to create extensive networks of contacts who can help them access
information and resources to get things done.

The Harmonizer tends to be relaxed, outgoing, and aware of the social climate
of their team. You’ll likely find them chatting with colleagues, discovering
common interests, and ensuring that everyone on the team is happy. Their
relationships are very important to them, and they are likely to be energized by
any opportunity to improve the wellbeing of their team.
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Overview of Working Relationship
The Detailer and the Diplomat should work effectively together due to their
complementary work styles. The Diplomat is likely to recognize the Detailer’s
strength of completing tasks while adhering to agreed-upon rules and
standards and will place them in a position where they can best benefit the
team. The Diplomat has a strong relationship focus, and they tend to prioritize
perspective gathering and consensus building, especially when there is
conflict on the team. Thus, when under pressure to resolve relationship issues,
the Diplomat is likely to appreciate the Detailer’s task focus, and the Detailer
will tend to appreciate the Diplomat’s ability to respect that they do some of
their best work when left alone. Overall, the two types respect each other’s
working style, and so communication is often easily understood.
Opportunities to Increase Effectiveness
• Both individuals will benefit from understanding the scope of tasks and
objectives to ensure that they are on the same page.
• The Detailer will work best when the Diplomat understands the Detailer’s
need and want to be left alone to focus on the task or project.

Overview of Working Relationship
The Detailer and the Driver share a similar focus on achieving goals and
completing tasks. When they are in alignment, they are capable of great
things. Conflict may arise, however, when the Driver wishes to push tasks and
projects forward in an innovative or novel way, and the Detailer wants to do
things in an orderly manner that sticks to established procedures and meets
their standards. In such a scenario, the Driver may become impatient with the
Detailer and question their motives, and the Detailer may become inflexible
and rule conscious in response to the pressure from the Driver. As both the
Driver and the Detailer may be taking very different paths toward a similar
end-goal, they may not realize the validity in the other’s approach. Thus,
ongoing effort and communication may be required to understand the value of
the other’s perspective and approach.
Opportunities to Increase Effectiveness
• Both the Driver and the Detailer will benefit from creating shared goals and
objectives.
• The Detailer is most effective when they stick to the plan and thus will benefit
from the Driver communicating any changes to goals and objectives as soon as
possible.
• The pair would benefit from taking the time to understand each other’s
perspective on projects and plans.
•
Should a conflict arise, the pair may want to work with a more
relationship-focused person to help resolve disputes and increase
understanding of one another.
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Team Members of this
Team-Type
• Forager Sample
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Team Members of this
Team-Type
• Harmonizer Sample

Overview of Working Relationship
The Detailer and the Forager are likely to have a compatible working
relationship as their different focuses are complementary. The Detailer tends to
focus on the task at hand and be motivated to progress their plan or ambition.
As the Detailer tends to be more introverted, they are less likely to spark
conversation unless it is about the task or project they are working on. The
Forager, on the other hand, will tend to focus on communicating with people
and learning what others have to offer to the team. The Forager is likely to
recognize the strengths of the Detailer and see opportunities for their skills,
and the Detailer is likely to see the Forager as someone who can provide
resources and opportunities when required.
Opportunities to Increase Effectiveness
• The Detailer and the Forager are likely to benefit from communication that
goes beyond task completion. For example, focusing on the creation of
strategies that help them work toward a specific team or organizational goal.
• Communication will be most effective when the Detailer needs a resource,
or the Forager is seeking a resource which a Detailer’s skills could supply.

Overview of Working Relationship
The Detailer and the Harmonizer should complement each other's working
style. The Harmonizer is concerned with harmony between team members,
and the Detailer has a great concern with task completion. Together they can
keep the team moving forward in a cohesive manner, which brings great value
to the team. However, the Harmonizer may not always understand or
appreciate the Detailer’s tendency to keep communication task-related and to
the point. Conversely, the Detailer may feel frustrated if the Harmonizer wants
to talk at length about social dynamics when there is pressure to get work
done. However, these differences in communication style are unlikely to strain
the working relationship as the Harmonizer is so focused on maintaining
relationships.
Opportunities to Increase Effectiveness
• The Harmonizer can be mindful to leave the Detailer undisturbed when they
are preoccupied with work.
• The Detailer can appeal to the Harmonizer’s desire to build relationships by
engaging in casual conversation when time allows.
• Both types are likely to benefit from appreciating the other’s strengths.
• The Detailer can focus on task completion and meeting standards and
specifications.
• The Harmonizer can focus on the relationships between team members.
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